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     To many of you, this may

have been the first piece you

have seen from our team at

Yellowstone Natural Nutrition.  

We always try to promote our

information in the most

practical format possible. 

     With our health-centric

focus combined with our

network of experts, we find

that our strategies go a

long way in improving the

overall wellbeing of ourselves

and our community members.

 Our team consists of

individuals who are avid health

enthusiasts. We always

practice what we preach. That

means we experiment with our

ideas first before sharing our

results with you. If these

tricks work on us, we share

them.

      In this piece, I wanted to

share three tricks that I use

every night to get into the

sleep mindset. Try these tips

tonight, and observe how you

feel when you get into bed.

Keep in mind that we offer

further insight into our other

pieces of literature. They can

be found for free on our

website.

I hope you enjoy!

Orion Linnehan

Co-Founder of Yellowstone

Natural Nutrition

In tro  to  Ye l lowstone
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- Benjamin Franklin

I f  you  fa i l  to  p lan ,
you  are  p lanning

to  fa i l .
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     Every single night you have

a wonderful opportunity. You

can set yourself up for

greatness, or you can set

roadblocks in your way.

Something that we often

neglect is setting very short,

reasonable, and attainable

goals. This is something we

could do every single night that

could make us an unstoppable

force. Now I want you to ask

yourself, how many times have

you created a to-do list, and felt

satisfied after you were able to

check each item off of the list?

My guess is that every single

time you checked something

off, it was a sigh of relief. You

finally got it done and over

with, and you realized you

should have done it much

sooner. Well, if you had sat

down at night and written a

plan for the next day, you could

have tackled those things much

sooner, and had a much more

direct path to your sigh of

relief. Instead, you put the task

off for days, weeks, or maybe

even months. 

Tip  1 :  Organize  Your  Mind

     A beneficial life skill is being

able to sit down and plan out

your next day so that when it

actually comes, you aren’t trying

to figure it out on the go, you

reduce the unnecessary stress

that comes with it, and you aren’t

continually delaying easy tasks.

Want to increase your

productivity? Sit down and write

your plan for the next day out in

five to ten minutes before

sleeping. You will be

amazed at how much more

productive you will be, the

amount of stress removed from

your life, and the goals you hit

much sooner than you

anticipated. The other

fantastic benefit from this is

reducing stress and calming the

mind just before bed.
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When you have no idea what tomorrow brings, and you are anxious

about putting more tasks off tomorrow, you are just delaying your

night of rest and relaxation. This can be easily avoided with a simple

five to ten-minute plan for your following day.

One of the best nighttime habits to start is journaling. Try taking a

few minutes every night to put your thoughts on paper. This simple

strategy can benefit your mental health in several ways. Letting your

thoughts flow onto the paper will help you process the noise from the

day. This gives you the opportunity to clearly reflect on your life.

Another positive byproduct of journaling is the ability to keep track of

your life choices. If you maintain a consistent journal, you will be able

to look back on the times that you thought were hard and learn from

those chapters in your life. On the contrary, if you fall into a funk,

you can read back at your thoughts when you felt like you were in a

better place. Keeping a journal gives you an interesting opportunity

to have a relationship with yourself over different periods in time.

Make sure you are taking time to write out your goals and positive

affirmations. As you write these things out, really try to visualize

yourself as if you've already achieved these things. Your brain doesn't

know the difference between experience and focused imagination.

Remember, having conversations with yourself is healthy. In fact,

you do it all day long whether you realize it or not. Keep in mind, you

become what you tell yourself. Keep those thoughts positive! 

Try journaling before bed every night for one week, and see if you

notice a difference in your mental health.
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     Stretching is one of the best nighttime practices for

aligning your mind and body before bed. There is no healthy

mind without a healthy body. Stretching before bed every night

puts you into a meditative state. In this state, you can listen to

your thoughts undistracted. However, the physical advantages

of nightly stretches are where the real value is found.

      Stretching allows our bodies’ muscles, tendons, and

ligaments to calm down and feel more comfortable. When we

repeatedly do this before bed, we will reduce stress, pain,

muscular discomfort, and immobility. We will also wake up

feeling much less stiff and immobile as well. 

     I have added a list of 10 stretches that will hit just about

every primary muscular system in your body. Turn these

stretches into part of your routine, and your aches and pains will

thank you for it. As you become more limber, you will notice the

overall effects of the exercise on your health. Set aside ten

minutes every night to practice these movements. Take pride in

your body, and track your progress.

Tip  2 :  Organize  Your  Body
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There are a few positions for this one. First, we could sit on

the ground with one leg straight out in front of us while we pull one

knee up to our chest and then cross the foot over the leg straight out

in front of us. After this, we can use our arm to hug our knee into our

chest. Our opposite arm embraces our opposite knee. So if my right

leg is crossed over, my left arm clutches my knee into my chest. 

  

You can do the old-fashioned bend-over and

touch your toes or your shins for this

stretch. If you are looking for something a

little easier, you can place one of your feet

(heel down) on your couch, a chair, or a low,

sturdy surface. Hinge your hips backward,

bringing your chest down to the ground.

Hold for 30 seconds at a minimum.

Stre tch  1 :  Hamstr ing  S tre tch

Stre tch  2 :  P ir i formis  S tre tch

Another way to do this is to lie flat on our back, close to

a wall. We will put one foot on the wall, so it looks like

we are sitting in a chair that has fallen over onto the

ground. Our foot can slide up and down the wall

depending on how tight we are. We really just want

our lower back to stay touching the ground. Then we

will cross one leg over the other into a

figure four stretch (our legs make the shape of a 4).

After this, we will pull our crossed leg, knee to our

opposite armpit and hold for 30 seconds minimum.
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For this, we will have one knee on the ground

while our other knee is up (1⁄2 kneeling

position). Next, we will contract the glute of

the same side that our knee is on the ground. If

my right knee is on the floor, then my right

glute will tighten. From here, we keep our

chest tall, and we will rock forward slightly

into the lunge.

Stre tch  3 :  Hip  F lexor  S tre tch

Stre tch  4 :  Quad  Stre tch
  

We can do this standing or lying flat on our

stomach (prone). We will take one foot in our

hand and pull it up to our butt while keeping

our chest tall. During this, we want to avoid

letting our knee drift away from our other

knee. We want to keep them close together,

and we also want to try to kick our foot into

our hand to get a little more out of the stretch.

Hold for 30 seconds minimum.
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Stre tch  5 :  Ca l f  S tre tch

 This is best done with an angled block,

but we really need the best degree of

dorsiflexion (toes coming closer to the

shin). This can also be done by hanging

your heel off of the edge of a stair or any

raised platform. Our knee will come over

our toes while keeping our knee straight. 

An alternative stretch for these muscles is the downward dog

position with is displayed in the graphic. Work on straightening

your legs as much as your can. For a deeper stretch, try walking

out your legs and stretching them separately. Hold for 30 seconds

minimum.

  

For this, we will need to position ourselves in a door

frame. We will grab the door frame with our left

hand over our head while crossing our left leg behind

our right. Essentially we are trying to elongate an

entire side of our body. To do the right side, we are

just going to reverse the movements. Another

method would be to stretch one lat at a time. You can

do this by reaching over your head and trying to

place your hand on your upper back. Grab your elbow

with your other hand and pull your hand as far down

your back as you can. Hold for a minimum of 30

seconds.

Stre tch  6 :  Lat  S tre tch
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To stretch our shoulders, we need to focus on all

fibers of the deltoid. To extend the posterior fibers,

we will cross one arm over our chest and use our

other arm to hug our elbow nice and tightly. This

will stretch the lateral fibers as well. To stretch the

anterior fibers of our deltoid, we will need to grab

on to something behind us as we turn away from

the shoulder that we are stretching. Hold each one

for a minimum of 30 seconds.

Stre tch  7 :  Shoulder  S tre tch

Stre tch  8 :  Ches t  Opener  S tre tch
  

We can use a wall or even a door frame for

this one as well. We will put one hand on

the object of choice with our thumb up

towards the sky. Then turn away from the

object we are holding on to. This stretch

can also be achieved by sitting up on your

knees, and reaching back towards the

ground. Hold for a minimum of 30 seconds

on each side.
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For this stretch, we are going to get in child's pose. Start on

your knees with your arms out in front of you. Lengthen

through your spine and be sure to breathe into this position as

your back loosens up. Push through your fingertips and try to

keep your butt touching your heels. To feel this stretch in

your lower back, widen your knees to shoulder width. In order

to feel this in the hips, bring your knees together.

Stre tch  9 :  QL Stre tch  (Lower  Back)

Stre tch  10 :  Abdominal  S tre tch
  

A great way to do this is to go into up-dog. We can lay flat

on the floor and prop ourselves up to our elbows. If we can,

prop ourselves up to our hands. As we do this, we look up to

the sky while taking large belly breaths. Hold for a

minimum of 30 seconds.
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There are many different methods that work to improve your

sleeping arrangements. There are also some pretty obvious

physiological benefits that we can tap into by changing our

external sleeping space. 

Try dropping the temperature in your house as you wind down

for bed. Your core body temperature naturally drops at night.

Turning down the temperature will prepare your body for the

healing process that you fall into every night. 

Next, make your bedroom as dark as possible. Even night lights

and lights outside your window can affect your sleep cycles.

Remember, light penetrates your eyes even if they're closed.

This is one of the ways that your body regulates its biological

clock. 

Finally, if you have never tried sleeping with background noise

playing, you might be in for a surprise. The Miracle Tone, also

known as the Solfeggio Frequency, or the love frequency, has

been studied for centuries. The unique benefits that it could have

on our bodies are far beyond our reach and understanding so far.

However, the vibrations of sound affect everything around

them. These vibrations interact with the molecules close by and

can do some miraculous things. These vibrations, above all, can

have a significant effect on water. Considering our body is

primarily composed of water molecules, it is reasonable to say

that this frequency (528 Hz) could have a massive impact on us.

This frequency can be played while you are sleeping. Several

playlists on Spotify and YouTube boast this wonderful and

accessible tool. Listening to this frequency has been said to

repair DNA, manifests miracles, helps emotional pain and 

Tip  3 :  Organize  Your  Environment
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suffering, and fosters positive emotions and feelings. If you do not

need the room dead silent when you sleep, consider playing one of

these playlists as you sleep. Try it for a month and see if you

notice any difference. This truly is one of the most

straightforward tips we are going to provide you. All you have to

do is hit play. Here’s to healing!
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     I hope that you can find some utility in the tips above.

For years, I had terrible sleep problems. It took me

years of research and testing new strategies to fix my

problem. I enjoy sharing tips that helped me in the

hopes that others will benefit as well.

     If you found this little piece helpful, or you simply

enjoyed receiving our tips, then I have great news for

you... We have a whole book on the biological process of

sleep, and different strategies to optimize your health

through the power of proper recovery. You can learn more

on our website

     Welcome to the Yellowstone Community!

A Fina l  Word
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